A. AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION SCHOOL, INC.
   1. App# 4248 - LEAD RENOVATION, REPAIR & PAINTING - Approved

B. CONTRACTORS CONTINUING EDUCATION, INC.
   1. App# 4245 - WORKPLACE COMPENSATION- Approved
   2. App# 4249 - WORKPLACE SAFETY- Approved
   3. App# 4251 - SELF EMPLOYMENT TAX- Approved
   4. App# 4252 - NEC CODE REVIEW- Approved

C. BUILDING OFFICIALS & INSpectORS EDUCATIONAL ASSOC
   1. App# 4255 - FLORIDA LAWS & RULES FOR CODE PROFESSIONALS – Approved for 2 hours
   2. App# 4256 - ETHICS FOR BUILDING CODE PROFESSIONALS- Approved
   3. App# 4257 - CHAPTER 11, FLORIDA ACCESSIBILITY CODE- Approved
   4. App# 4258 - SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS- Approved
   5. App# 4259 - UNDERSTANDING CHANGES TO THE NEC, PART 1- Approved
   6. App# 4260 - UNDERSTANDING CHANGES TO THE NEC, PART 2- Approved
   7. App# 4261 - UNDERSTANDING CHANGES TO THE NEC, PART 3- Approved
   8. App# 4262 - UNDERSTANDING CHANGES TO THE NEC, PART 4- Approved

D. MIKE HOLT ENTERPRISES, INC.
   1. App# 4254 - FLORIDA STATE CONTRACTORS EXAM PREP STUDY CLASS- Approved for 8 hrs (see breakdown).

E. FLORIDA SOLAR ENERGY CENTER
   1. App# 4263 – INSPECTIONS OF PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) SYSTEMS- Denied no detailed timeline

F. CUSTOM ELECTRIC DESIGN & INSTALLATION ASSOCIATION
   1. App# 4267 - ADVANCED NETWORKING- Approved 1 hour Technical
   2. App# 4268 - INTRODUCTION TO LIGHTING & LIGHTING CONTROL- Approved for 1 hour
   3. App# 4269 - INTRODUCTION TO OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT- Approved 3 hours

G. ITS SECURITY LLC
   1. App# 157 - FL BASA 14HR TRAINING CRS W/2 FAP - Approved

ADDENDUM

H. NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION
   1. App# 4266 NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE – 2011- Approved
I. CONTRACTORS CONTINUING EDUCATION, INC.
   1. App#4250 – FLA UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION LAW-Approved